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European countries. 

As the sludge encounters seawater, the particles it contains 
a~t?ei:~i s!ltif~~vei~°Ifre:~ich are settling to the bottom with 

The im{'act that such a dis~9sal method has on the IJlarine . 
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of the !llludle in the sea have a direct influence on their 
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seaw!~er 0 a~~1n; 0 t~~u~y t~~gpl~~stfie t~:a mi~!~g ~im!i~:t:~ud7~ w~t~ 
laborato:r;y using spechl desi7ned equi~ent and the floes formed were 
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using a smential extraction technique (Gibbs 1973, Forstner and 
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The characteristics of the sludge used in the experiments are 
presented in Table 1 . 

TABLE 1 

Total and dissolved concentration of metals 
in Bowery Bay TreatDtent Plant sludge __________ _;:; _ _c;._ _______________________ _ 

Cd Cr Cu Fe Pb Zn 
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Cr, 97.8% o~ cy., !a.~% of Fe, 90.1% of Pb and 66.6% of Znl. (Table 2). 
The- fast settling floes contained very small quantities of metals 
!~Ia:itt~~i:> 3t~ the reducible phase, which consists mainly of Fe/Mn 

The small floes, with settling velocith < o. 7 cm/min, rerresented 
~X1 t~~n{e~t ~is t~ii ~:s r~~u~~1!
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56,5l of Cu, 59.2% of Fe, 60.4% of ~band 89.2% of znj {Table 3). Tfie 
oxidizable phase of these floes contained considerably lower metal 
concentrations ( Table 2 ) . 

The aqsorbed ph{lse of the metals was negligible in all settling 
velocity fractions and the residual ( detrital) phase didn't show 
~~cular trend in the different settling velocity fractions 

TABLE 2 

Relative (%1 concentration of oxidizable metals in the 
different settling velocity fractions (Bowery Bay sludge) ______ _ 

Settling velocity Cd Cr Cu Fe Pb Zn 

< 0.7 cm/m.j.n 14.9 46.0 37.7 26.5 39.6 7.4 
0.7-2.5 cm/min 30.0 41.7 69.2 29.5 39.0 21.5 
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TABLE 3 
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Settling velocity Cd Cr Cu ____ !: ______ Pb ______ :~---

UJ.5 g:~:f~ ~U !M jU ~iU ~U ~U 
2.5-6.0 cm/min 59.5 51.1 5.0 36.4 35.8 
52.7 
> 6.0 cm/min 17.6 15.3 0.7 34.9 6.8 32.0 -------------·---~--------------------
CONCLUSIONS 

The aboye results indicate that tlier is a significant geochemical 
difference in the chemical forms of meta , between the large and 
small floes which are formed after the ing of the sludge into the 
~:!i: ti~e d~:rne slt~d !~~;g s:tn~g6lankef' c~~~~i~1n;h:o~rtt~f 
the metals in tie oxi~izable fhase ! organic matter and sulfides), re~ i~:~~fore, easily availab e to he marine organisms living .1.n 
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The aboye cm:;iclus.j.ons suggest that the area directly under the 
sludge dumping site, is not only receiving most of the mass of the 
sludge dy.mped, but also the metals contained in this floe blanket are 
prese1_1.t in.a chemical form that can easily be uptaken by the marine 
organisms in the area. 

The smaller floes, which travel ireater distances don't seem to 
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metal content is in a chemical form which is not easily available to 
the marine organisms. 
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